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This is the 22nd meeting of the scientific, peer-reviewed
presentation section of the Association of Chiropractic
Colleges (ACC) Educational Conference, now a part of the
ACC-Research Agenda Conference (ACC-RAC). This
conference has grown substantially since its humble
beginnings in 1994. The theme of this year’s conference
is ‘‘Interprofessional Collaboration: Working Together for
a Better Future.’’ The ACC Peer Review Committee
continues to establish direction and vision for scientific
presentations, communicate these goals, and develop
alliances in order to improve the current state of science
and scholarship through the scholarly art of peer review.
Each year we observe the quality of presentations improve
and exceed the quality of the previous year. Through this
process, we are honored to be a part of the quality
improvement of scholarship in the chiropractic profession.
The purpose of this summary report is to provide a brief
review of the peer review processes for the ACC-RAC
2015.

The ACC-RAC Planning Committee has received
progressively more workshop proposals over the years.
The selection process is challenging for several reasons.
There are more proposals than space available in the
program. Adding more slots would create problems
because the number of attendees would be diluted. Thus,
we are presented with the challenge of providing a fair
means to select the best workshops for available slots. To
ensure a fair process, the planning committee should not
make decisions on workshop proposals that they have
submitted. Therefore, having a separate peer review team,
which uses a blinded process, has been implemented. As
well, there are a wide variety of needs for the attendees
(i.e., education, research, clinical, and administration), and
workshops should provide skill building in these 4 areas.
Consequently, having a workshop peer review team allows
workshop proposals to be fairly judged, as the team is well
rounded. The purpose of blinded peer review of workshop
proposals is to (1) select the highest quality workshops
using objective criteria, (2) provide a fair process by which
workshop proposals are rated and selected, (3) distribute
workshop proposal review to a greater number of
stakeholders, and (4) increase the body of expertise of
those reviewing the workshop proposals.

An overview of workshop peer review process is
included here. The ACC-RAC Workshop Peer Review
Committee chair collected workshop forms and materials
by the due date. The forms were evaluated initially for
completeness. Any items that were missing or that did not
match the description in the call for workshops were
brought to the attention of the workshop proposal author.
A group of reviewers was then invited based on the input
from the ACC-RAC Planning Committee. The peer review
committee chair then developed a blinded packet that
included instructions to the reviewers and copies of all the
complete workshop proposals. The reviewers reviewed
each of the proposals, then rated and commented on each.
Once the reviewers returned their rating sheets, these
results were formatted into a review packet by the peer
review committee chair and then presented to the ACC-
RAC Planning Committee. The ratings, rankings, and
comments were reviewed by the ACC-RAC Planning
Committee, and a meeting was held for final decisions.
Workshop reviewers were not to be involved with a
workshop proposal. They had to have expertise with
educational methods and workshop delivery, demonstrate
the ability to provide critical appraisal and peer review,
and demonstrate reliability in completing tasks on time.
The ACC-RAC Workshop Peer Review Committee did an
excellent job with their reviews and are recognized here
(presented with name, institution, and area of expertise):
Ashley Cleveland (Cleveland Chiropractic College, educa-
tion, administration), Bart Green (Department of Defense,
clinical, education, researcher), Cheryl Hawk (Logan
University, research director, clinical), Kathryn Hoiriis
(Life University, researcher, clinical, education), Mike
Mestan (New York Chiropractic College, education,
administration), and Greg Snow (Palmer College of
Chiropractic-West, clinical, education, administration).

The following is a description of the peer review
processes for the scientific platform and poster presenta-
tions. The ACC Peer Review Committee’s mission is to
provide an unbiased, double-blinded, peer review process
for submissions to this conference. This year we received
198 scientific submissions. Even though we received many
submissions, we completed our tasks, submitted decisions
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to authors, and provided materials for continuing educa-
tion by the declared deadlines.

The ACC-RAC submission and peer review process was
completed online through the ACC-RAC peer review web
site, which helped to facilitate the processing of submis-
sions for peer review. Authors followed the instructions in
the call for submissions that was distributed online,
through e-mail, and published in the Journal of Chiroprac-
tic Education. Each submission was matched to multiple (4
to 6) different ACC Peer Review Committee members,
each from an institution different from the authors’
institutions. The match was based upon topic, range of
experience, and institutional affiliation (e.g., submissions
from one institution were submitted for review to authors
from other institutions). Some reviewers were asked to
review manuscripts that covered a portion of their content
expertise area, since not all reviewers are experts in all
topic areas. For example, one reviewer may be an expert
on systematic reviews, another a specialist in spinal
injuries, and another an expert on spinal adjusting
techniques, but each may have been assigned to review a
systematic review of spinal manipulation of patients with
spinal injuries. As well, it is assumed that those who
volunteered to serve on the peer review committee had the
basic critical appraisal skills that would allow fundamental
review of all submissions for quality. All submissions were
reviewed in the same unbiased manner through the process
of blinded peer review. Submissions were evaluated on
their quality and did not receive preferential treatment, nor
were they singled out for rejection based upon reasons
such as author name, degrees, affiliation, or country of
origin.

The peer reviewers evaluated the submissions using a
structured form and submitted their ratings and comments
through the web site. Any potential problems with ethical
or scientific issues that were not originally identified on
initial screening were brought before the peer review board
for further investigation, discussion, and decision. The
peer review process is not able to, nor is it meant to, catch
ethical and scientific misconduct–related issues. Any paper
that did not comply with basic ethical or scientific
standards, regardless of high rating scores, was not
accepted for presentation.

Both rating numbers and comments from reviewers
were used to determine if a submission should or should
not be presented as a either a poster or platform
presentation. The reviewers’ ratings and comments gave
authors constructive feedback so that they could use these
comments to improve their work prior to presentation and
to assist them with developing their paper for publication.
Any process that involves humans, such as that of peer
review, is not perfect. Reviewers sometimes contradict one
another, and authors or reviewers may disagree with some
of the decisions made by the review committee. As well,
some submissions may receive only a ‘‘fair’’ rating at the
time of preconference review; however, by the time of the
conference, the author may have incorporated the
constructive feedback from the peer reviewers, and the
presentation is far better than the one originally submitted.
This would make it appear to an attendee as if the review

process was flawed, whereas the process was actually a
success owing to the improvements made by the author in
time for the presentation at the conference based upon the
peer review comments. It is important to note that not all
flaws in submissions can be identified. Peer review is not
meant to act as a policing or fraud detection agency, and
we must respect the limitations of peer review. As well, not
all exceptional items were praised due to space available
and the time limitations of the reviewers. However, the
overall peer review process, using a combination of blinded
reviewers, has produced an excellent conference for over 20
years. Peer review has its limitations, but it still serves the
important purpose of ensuring quality of presentations at
this scientific conference and continuing to improve our
collective knowledge base.

Conference attendees may notice that platform sessions
have a mixture of paper topics, and sometimes papers in
one set of presentations seem to be unrelated. Because of
the wide variety of topics that are submitted to the
conference, the range of topics of accepted papers is also
varied. The presentations are not invited; they are
submitted and undergo peer review. Thus, we do not
select in advance what topics we may receive. Because the
ACC Peer Review Committee focuses on quality and not
quotas, sometimes a paper is accepted for presentation but
may stand alone as a topic. Therefore, this paper must be
placed somewhere in the program and may not fit neatly
into a series of presentations. The peer review committee is
more interested with the presentation of a quality paper
rather than if a paper fits neatly into a particular topic
area. This is why the program has a wide variety of topics
and the number of platform and poster presentations will
vary from year to year. The platform schedule for
contributed papers is limited; therefore, we can select only
a finite number of platform presentations.

The long-range goals of the ACC Peer Review
Committee include the following: (1) maintain the
scholarship of the presentations and integrity of the
conference, (2) increase quality of conference presenta-
tions, (3) increase the number of published papers as a
result of the conference, (4) increase the number of
experienced peer reviewers, (5) provide scholarship oppor-
tunities for new peer reviewers, and (6) provide mentorship
and feedback to peer reviewers and authors. Each year we
strive to continue to improve our processes.

The ACC 2015 Peer Review Committee succeeded in
doing an excellent job. The committee is commended for
their contribution to the continued improvement of
scholarship of this conference. We thank the following
people who provided peer review for the 2015 conference:

Medhat Alattar, Kris Anderson, Robert Appleyard,
Christopher Arick, Samir Ayad, Barclay Bakkum, Jen-
nette Ball, Angela Ballew, Deborah Barr, Edward Bed-
narz, Moses Bernard, Judy Bhatti, Charles Blum, Karen
Bobak, Linda Bowers, James Boysen, Rick Branson,
Teresa Brennan, Simone Briand, Joseph Brimhall, Leo
Bronston, Paul Bruno, Jeanmarie Burke, Kara Burnham,
Andre Bussieres, Alana Callender, Jerrilyn Cambron,
Marni Capes, Jonathan Carlos, Tammy Kay Cassa,
Cynthia Chapman, Chadwick Chung, Michael Ciolfi,
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Michael Clay, Jesse Coats, Stefanie Coforio-Krupp,
Richard Cole, Alena Coleman, Stephan Cooper, Elaine
Cooperstein, Robert Cooperstein, Matthew Cote, Chris-
topher Coulis, Felipe Coutinho Kullmann Duarte, Heidi
Crocker, Christina Cunliffe, Brian Cunningham, Stuart
Currie, Dwain Daniel, Katie de Luca, Vincent DeBono
James Demetrious, Martin Descarreaux, James DeVocht,
Renee DeVries, Scott Donaldson, Karol Donaubauer,
Paul Dougherty, Erin Ducat, Christopher Duncan, Ste-
phen Duray, Eva Elsangak, Dennis Enix, Susan Esposito,
Lance Formolo, Mary Frost, Ricardo Fujikawa, Matthew
Funk, Karen Gana, Charles Gay, Gene Giggleman, Brian
Gleberzon, Christopher Good, Kenice Grand, Stephen
Grande, Thomas Grieve, Jaroslaw Grod, Tim Gross,
Joseph Guagliardo, Maruti Ram Gudavalli, Tim Guest,
Michael Hall, Marcy Halterman-Cox, Michael Haneline,
David Hannah, Linda Hanson, John Hart, Shawn Hatch,
Navine Haworth, Xiaohua He, Yves Henchoz, Glori
Hinck, Kathryn Hoiriis, Aimee Hollander, Nicole Homb,
Laura Huber, Adrian Hunnisett, Thomas Hyde, Theodore
Johnson, Gena Kadar, Martha Kaeser, Norman Kettner,
Stuart Kinsinger, Anupama Kizhakkeveettil, Steven Klein-
field, Carolina Kolberg, Deborah Kopansky-Giles, Char-
maine Korporaal, Thomas Kosloff, William Lauretti,
Dana Lawrence, Alexander Lee, Brent Leininger, Jona-
than Leusden, Makani Lew, Crissy Lewis, Kathleen
Linaker, Tracey Littrell, Melissa Loschiavo, Dana Mad-
igan, Chris Major, Kevin Mangum, Katherine Manley-
Buser, Barbara Mansholt, Angela McCall, George
McClelland, Marc McRae, R. Douglas Metz, Thomas
Milus, Silvano Mior, Veronica Mittak, John Mosby,
Linda Mullin, Stephanie Mussmann, Jason Napuli,
Harrison Ndetan, Shawn Neff, Lia Nightingale, Karen
Numeroff, David Odiorne, Michael Oppelt, Tolulope
Oyelowo, Per Palmgren, Steven Passmore, Georgina
Pearson, Stephen Perle, Cynthia Peterson, Kristina Pet-
rocco-Napuli, Mark T. Pfefer, Joseph Pfeifer, Jean-

Philippe Pialasse, Julie Plezbert, Lynn Pownall, Mario
Pribicevic, Mohsen Radpasand, Dewan Raja, Michael
Ramcharan, Thomas Redenbaugh, Paula Robinson,
Christopher Roecker, Kevin Rose, Anthony Rosner,
Robert Rowell, Lisa Rubin, Drew Rubin, Rick Ruegg,
Robb Russell, Michael Sackett, Stacie Salsbury, Thiana
Schmidt dos Santos, Michael Schneider, William Sher-
wood, Peter Shipka, David Sikorski, Brian Snyder, Guy
Sovak, Brynne Stainsby, Joel Stevans, Gerald Stevens,
Maxine Stewart, John Stites, Richard Strunk, Kent Stuber,
Randy Swenson, Oryst Swyszcz, Dorrie Talmage, Janet
Tapper, Rodger Tepe, Vinicius Tieppo Francio, Steven
Torgerud, Peter Tuchin, Joseph Unger, Darcy Vavrek,
Robert Vining, Sivarama Vinjamury, Andrew Vosko,
Robert Walker, Paul Wanlass, Robert Ward, Aaron Welk,
Keith Wells, James Whedon, Mike Wiles, Jon Wilson,
Arnold Wong, Jessica Wong, H. Charles Woodfield, Shari
Wynd, Ting Xia, Kenneth Young, Niu Zhang. Editor of
the Journal of Chiropractic Education: Bart Green; Peer
Review Board: John Mrozek, Bart Green, David O’Bryon;
Peer Review chair: Claire Johnson; ACC executive
director, David O’Bryon.

These peer review committee members have done an
outstanding job and should be recognized and commended
for their service of scholarly peer review. If you are
interested in becoming a peer reviewer for this conference,
please consider joining us for the 2016 conference. It would
be wonderful to have you join us.
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